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Summary

Supplement

Outline of Data Used in the Survey

Chapter 1 Actual Conditions of Organized Camps operated by National Camps Asso-
ciation of Japan

1. Purpose
This survey was conducted on the organized camps that are operated and directed by the certified 
leaders of the National Camping Association of Japan, to reveal their actual conditions such as man-
agement style, program contents and participation fees.

2. Research Method
２-１ Respondents
Certified leaders of National Camping Association of Japan- Camping Directors level １ and level ２  
(２，7０8 persons)
Level １  １，０8４ persons   level ２  １，6２４ persons

２-２ Implementation Period
From early October, ２０１５ to middle December, ２０１５ (approximately two months)

２-３ Response Method
Respondents were required to fill a questionnaire in either way below.
Ⅰ. Fill the questionnaire from URL online exclusive for this survey.
Ⅱ. Fill the questionnaire sent by postal mail and return it by fax or postal mail.

２-４ Statistical Process
We collected data obtained from both ways and processed fixed data by simple tally and cross tally.

Chapter 2 Actual Conditions of Camps held by Organizations and Facilities

In this chapter, we researched in total ３４３ organizations and facilities operating camps in Japan and 
analyzed the results to understand their current situation. Our research covers the general back-
ground information of those organizations and facilities including types of organization, the year of es-
tablishment, the number of designated facilities, staff members as well as programs conducted at 
camp, contents of camp leadership training, and also the safety aspect of camps including the circum-
stances leading to injuries.

Chapter 3 Various Data Related to Camping in Japan

This chapter shows the survey of the actual conditions of camping in Japan. Various statistic data re-
lated to camping activity was summarized from four perspectives: the operating status of camping, 
the effectiveness of camping, the current status of camping sites and the expenses for camping activi-
ties.

Chapter 4  Actual Conditions of Camps in Other Countries

This chapter shows the results of the survey we conducted in an attempt to understand the actual 
conditions of camps in other countries. Please note that this is only a test survey because it deals with 
a wide range of issues and the circumstances of each country differ in many aspects.
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In this survey, we obtained ３０ responses of １４ different countries. The results are summarized below. 
The questionnaire was prepared in English incorporating the questions shown in Chapters １ and ２ 
above. Participants are those involved in camps in other countries. They were asked to fill out the 
questionnaire online. (Figure ４-１)

Figure�４-１　　Respondents＇�Home�Countries 

Country Number of Respondents
１ Australia 7
２ Canada 6
３ The United States of America ５
４ Russia ２

Turkey, Rumania, Philippines, Pakistan, Mongolia,
Mexico, Ireland, Iceland, Hong Kong, Greece １ each

Total ３０
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 This survey was conducted on the organized camps that are operated and directed by the certified 
leaders of the National Camping Association of Japan, to reveal their actual conditions such as man-
agement style, program contents and participation fees. A total of ２，7０8 Level １ (D１) and Level ２ (D２) 
Camping Directors were surveyed (D１: １，０8４ persons, D２: １，6２４ persons). In addition, we compared 
the results of this survey with data from the last survey, the Report of Camp in Japan ２０１１.
 In this chapter, the results of this survey are shown in comparison with the results of the last survey 
(Report of Camp in Japan ２０１１). As for the terms used in the graphs, the ＂last survey＂ refers to Re-
port of Camp in Japan ２０１１ and ＂this survey＂ refers to Report of Camp in Japan ２０１6.

1. Attributes of All Respondents
(1) Number of Respondents
１76 persons 
(6．５ % of all persons surveyed)
*Last survey: ２7４ persons

(2) Types of Leadership Qualifica-
tions of Respondents
Camping Director level １: １０6 persons
        (6０．２%)
Camping Director level ２: 67 persons
        (３8．１%)
Unknown: ３ persons (１．7%)
*Last survey:
Camping Director level １: １３０ persons
Camping Director level ２: １２４ persons

(3) Age of Respondents
５２．１ years old on average
(The youngest: ２３ years old; the old-
est: 88 years old)
*Last survey: ５４．6 years old on average

(4) Prefectural Association to which the Respondents Belong
See Figure １-１.

Prefectural Association No. No.
Tokyo Camping Association １５ Kagoshima Camping Association ３
Hyogo Camping Association １２ Akita Camping Association ３
Osaka Camping Association １１ Niigata Camping Association ３
Tochigi Camping Association １０ Aomori Camping Association ３
Aichi Camping Association 8 Shizuoka Camping Association ３
Kyoto Camping Association 8 Oita Camping Association ３
Yamaguchi Camping Association 8 Nagasaki Camping Association ３
Chiba Camping Association 8 Ibaragi Camping Association ２
Miyagi Camping Association 6 Miyazaki Camping Association ２
Hiroshima Camping Association 6 Tottori Camping Association ２
Hukuoka Camping Association 6 Tokushima Camping Association ２
Hokkaido Camping Association 6 Toyama Camping Association ２
Shiga Camping Association ５ Fukushima Camping Association ２
Gunma Camping Association ４ Okayama Camping Association １
Saitama Camping Association ４ Kagawa Camping Association １
Kanagawa Camping Association ４ Mie Camping Association １
Ishikawa Camping Association ４ Nagano Camping Association １
Ehime Camping Association ３ Shimane Camping Association １
Kumamoto Camping Association ３ Wakayama Camping Association １
Saga Camping Association ３

Total １76Yamagata Camping Association ３

Figure�１-１:�Attributes�of�the�Respondents

Chapter�１

Actual�Conditions�of�Organized�Camps�Oper-
ated�by�Certified�Leaders�of�National�Camp-
ing�Association�of�Japan
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1-1  Number of Times Participated in Training Programs (Figure 1-2)
＂How many camp-related training programs did you participate in from January to December ２０１４?＂
 Responses of ＂None＂ has decreased while ＂two to three times＂ has increased. These results suggest 
that the awareness of the Camping Directors to continuously participate in training programs is in-
creasing, which is a desirable outcome from the standpoint of training leaders. Furthermore, though it 
was not confirmed in this survey, it is possible that the BUC project conducted by the National Camp-
ing Association of Japan is becoming widely known by the members and affecting their motivation to 
participate in training.
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Figure�１-２�:�Number�of�Times�Participated�in�Training�Programs

1-2  Number of Times Participated in Camps as Staff (Figure 1-3)
＂How many camp activities did you participate in as staff from January to December ２０１４?＂
 ＂None＂ and ＂once＂ have decreased while ＂two to three times＂ and higher have increased, suggest-
ing that leadership qualifications are effectively used in the field. These results were desirable from 
the standpoint of training leaders, in that the directors were making practical use of the education/
training they received as leaders in the field, rather than becoming a so-called ＂paper driver＂ (an ex-
pression for someone who has a driver＇s license but rarely drives).
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2. Responses of Camp Leaders Who Directed a Camp within the Last One Year
 In this section, the results of this survey are presented in comparison with the results of the last sur-
vey (Report of Camp in Japan ２０１１). As for the terms used in the graphs, ＂last survey＂ refers to Re-
port of Camp in Japan ２０１１ and ＂this survey＂ refers to Report of Camp in Japan ２０１6. 
 Respondents were １76 persons (valid responses: １５２) who actually experienced the camp staff within 
the year (from January to December ２０１４). In terms of type of leadership qualifications, １０１ (66．４%) 
were Camping Directors level １ and ５１ (３３．6%) were Camping Directors level ２. Average age of the 
respondents was ５１．９ years old (youngest: ２３, oldest: 88). 
 Question ２-１ asked the Camping Directors about the camps they were involved in within the last one 
year. It should be noted that, from Question ２-２ on, we asked the respondents to choose one camp 
which they were most deeply involved in.

2-1 Leadership Positions (Figure 1-4)
＂What was the most common role(s) you played in camp from January to December ２０１４?＂
 Responses of ＂program staff,＂ ＂management staff＂ and ＂group leader＂ have decreased, while ＂pro-
gram director,＂ ＂management director＂ and ＂supervisor＂ have increased. With five years passed 
since the last survey, the results suggest that the camp instructors who were working in the field five 
years ago have gained experience and moved up to positions such as directors or supervisors. From 
the point of view of leadership training, this is a desirable result because we could see the steady ac-
cumulation of experience by the leaders and their maturation in terms of the roles they played.
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2-2 Season in Which Camp was Held (Figure 1-5)
＂Which season was the camp held in? Please choose one that applies.＂
 Although there was a slight decrease in ＂summer＂ and a slight increase in ＂autumn,＂ no major 
change was seen with regard to the seasons in which the camps were held. This result suggests that 
＂camp in summer＂ still is the standard.
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Figure�１-₅�:�Season�in�Which�Camp�was�Held

2-3 Length of Camp (Figure 1-6)
＂How long was the camp? Please choose one from the following and describe if necessary.＂
 Categories from ＂day trip＂ to ＂３ days and ２ nights＂ have decreased while categories from ＂４ days 
and ３ nights＂ to ＂8 days and 7 nights＂ have increased, showing that camps are becoming longer. It 
also suggests that camps are held during long-term vacations such as summer holidays because it is 
difficult to hold camps of ４ days and ３ nights or longer during periods that connect weekends or con-
secutive holidays.
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2-4 Intended Participants of Camp (Figure 1-7)
＂Who were the intended participants of the camp? Please choose all categories that apply.＂
 ＂Elementary school students (higher grades)＂ was first, followed by ＂elementary school students 
(lower grades)＂ and ＂junior high-school students＂ in this survey, showing the same trend as the last 
survey. It should be noted that the number of categories of intended participants per respondent was 
１．９９, down from ２．５１ in the previous survey, which suggests that leaders with multiple categories of 
intended participants have decreased.
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2-5 Number of Participants (Figure 1-8)
＂What was the number of participants in the camp? Please choose one that applies.＂
 The number of participants has relatively increased as ＂１０ persons or less＂ has decreased. In partic-
ular, increase in the categories of ＂５０ to 7９ persons＂ and ＂8０ persons or more＂ is characteristic.
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2-6 Number of Staff (Figure 1-9)
＂What was the total number of staff in the camp? Please choose one that applies.＂
 ＂Three persons or less＂ and ＂１１ to １５ persons＂ have decreased while ＂7 to １０ persons＂, ＂２０ to ３０ 
persons＂ and ＂３１ persons or more＂ have increased. It suggests that number of staff is increasing with 
the increase in the number of participants, which was indicated in the previous question.
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2-7 Aims of Activities (Figure 1-10)
＂What were the things you wanted to communicate to the participants during the camp? Please 
choose up to three items that apply.＂
 Compared with the last survey, the top three items have not changed but the percentages in many 
of the categories have increased. The number of purposes per camp in the last survey was ２．8１, 
while the number in this survey was ３．１９, which suggests that the results of this survey may be due 
to the increase in the number of purposes per camp.
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*Graph indicates percentages of valid responses.
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2-8 Programs Implemented (Figure 1-11)
＂What were the main programs implemented during the camp? Please choose three items that apply. 
(If classification is different from the planned intention, please choose those that you consider are the 
closest.)＂
 Compared with the last survey, ＂outdoor cooking＂ has greatly decreased, while the ＂creative activi-
ties＂ has considerably increased. Although the reasons are not shown in this study, it is noteworthy.
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*Graph indicates percentages of valid responses.

2-9 Accommodation Types (Figure 1-12)
＂What types of accommodation were available at the camp? Please choose one that applies.＂
 Although the results of this survey is similar to that of the last survey, ＂tents only＂ has decreased 
while ＂accommodation facilities＂ has increased, suggesting that camping styles are slightly changing.
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2-10 Participation Fee (Figure 1-13)
＂How much was the participation fee of the camp? Please choose one range that applies.＂
 The results show that participation fees are increasing. It can be considered that this increase is due 
to longer camping periods as described earlier in ＂２-３ Length of Camp.＂
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2-11 Group Organization (Figure 1-14)
＂Did you divide the camp participants into groups?＂
 Participants were divided into groups at more camps than the last survey. Furthermore, the number 
of persons per group has also slightly increased.
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Figure�１-１４�:�Group�Organization
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2-12 Camp Locations (Figure 1-15)
＂Where was the camp held? Please choose one that applies.＂
 As camp locations, the use of ＂national and public youth educational facilities＂ has decreased and 
camps held at ＂private camping facilities＂ have increased. It is interesting to find such a result consid-
ering the fact that the number of private camping facilities have been decreasing.
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2-13 Qualification of Staff (Figure 1-16)
＂What were the requirements for you to become a staff member of the camp? Please choose all items 
that apply.＂
 Compared with the last survey, the percentage of staff members recruited with ＂no requirements＂ 
has increased. As shown in ＂２-１ Leadership Positions,＂ many of the respondents of this survey are di-
rectors of the camps so it is clear that they have strong leadership abilities. This may be the reason 
for the increase in ＂no requirements.＂
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2-14 Terms of Staff Employment (Figure 1-17)
＂What was your compensation of the camp? Please choose all categories that apply.＂
＂Honorarium only＂ has decreased compared with the last survey. As previously described, many of 
the respondents of this survey are in a position to organize camps as directors, rather than as staff 
members simply receiving honorarium. This may be the reason for the decrease in ＂honorarium 
only.＂

＊Graph indicates percentages of valid responses.
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2-15 Staff Honorarium (Figure 1-18)
＂For those who chose ‘honorarium only＇ or ‘honorarium and transportation expenses＇ in the previ-
ous question, how much was the honorarium per day?＂
 The amount of honorarium per day has decreased compared with the last survey. As previously 
mentioned, many respondents in this survey were involved in the camps as directors. This decrease 
may be caused by various reasons including the fact that many of the paid instructors were paid a 
lower amount because they were hired without any qualifications, or the amount per day was re-
duced as durations of camps became longer. However, the true reasons cannot be identified by this 
survey.
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Shortage of camping instructors and women＇s participation in society

 The results of questionnaire (page xx) have pointed out the shortage of instructors which is re-
lated to a decrease in membership. Delving into the trend of declining membership, the rate of 
female members is ３8．２% in ２０１５. The female rates by qualification are as follows: ４２．５% for 
camping instructor, ３４．９% for camping director level ２, and １５．7% for camping director level.１. 
The higher the qualification level is, the lower the female percentage becomes. It may suggest 
that women face difficulties to continue. One of the possible solutions is to increase the number of 
female members and develop an environment that allows them to continue camp activities.
 I believe this challenge reflects a similar trend to the social status of Japanese women. In Japan, 
promoting social participation of women is a national target, and initiatives are being taken such 
as the establishment of the Gender Equality Bureau in the Cabinet Office and the enactment of 
The Act on Promotion of Women＇s Participation and Advancement in the Workplace in ２０１５. 
However, there is a huge gap between the ideal and the reality. The percentage of female Diet 
members is merely ９．５.
 I think the gender gap in camps such as acquisition of qualifications and continuity of member-
ship bear similarity to challenges that the Japanese society has. Male-centered activity environ-
ment and the burden of having and raising children could be relevant to camps. We should have 
a perspective of creating our society by tackling such contemporary challenges through camps. 
A female chairperson of executive committee was nominated in the 6th Asia Oceania Camping 
Congress that celebrated the ５０th anniversary of the National Camping Association of Japan. I 
hope a new wind will blow in the camp society.

Satoshi TADA (Meiji University)

3. Cross Total Sum
3-1 The Number of Participants and the Number of Staff (Figure 1-19)
Only the data answered were collected.

Figure�１-１₉�:�The�Number�of�Participants�and�the�Number�of�Staff
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3-2 The Duration of Camps and the Participation Fee (Figure 1-20)
Only the data answered were collected. 

Figure�１-２０�:�The�Duration�of�Camps�and�the�Participation�Fee
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４０，００１ and 
５０，０００ yen
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５０，００１ and 
6０，０００ yen
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6０，００１ and 
7０，０００yen

(１１) Above 
7０，００１ yen Total

7
３6

１ １ ４４
４ １ ２９
１ １ １ １ １１
２ １ ５
１ １ １ １ 6

２ ３
１ １ ２
１ ２

１
１ １

１
１１ ５ ２ １ ５ １４９
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Changing instructor training programs in universities and organizations

  Organized Camps have long demonstrated the benefits and results of ＂providing opportunities 
to develop whole personality of campers.＂ Group counselors have been trained through well-de-
veloped programs. They have lived with children during camps and played significant roles in or-
ganizing camps. A group that had lead organized camps in Kansai area established ＂Organized 
Camp Study Group＂ for mutual enhancement. The Study Group has collected and published stan-
dards of organized camps which detail the ideas of nurturing instructors such as training camp 
counselors and directorship. In addition, research results of North American summer camps con-
ducted by Konishi and Yoshinaga in １９6２ were reflected in the master plan of training principles 
of Nose Camp in Osaka and thus contributed to spreading the organized camp style nationwide 
that involves college student camp counselors. 
  Since then, instructor training has been systematized and undertaken by each group and orga-
nization. As organized camps spread over, both participants and activities have been diversified 
and specialized, requiring instructors to have training in more contents. However, recent student 
volunteers are busy and have limited time to spare for children＇s summer vacation season. As a 
result, shorter camps have increased and outdoor activity skills have become the priority for 
such volunteers. It tends to become difficult to secure enough amount of time for necessary train-
ing for small group activities, and I believe this ５０th anniversary of the National Camping Associ-
ation of Japan is a good opportunity for us to consider once again the roles and training of in-
structors who feel empathy and grow together with campers.
 Kazuto YAKENO (Osaka Camping Association)

Column
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The first camp in Japan was born in １₉０₇, the same year as the Boy Scouts 

 It is commonly said that Japan＇s first organized camp was held in １９１１ with the supervision of 
General Maresuke Nogi. Historical evidences, however, indicate this theory is not correct. The 
commonly accepted theory said that Gen. Nogi introduced Boy Scout style camping to Ga-
kushuin＇s swim training at Katase seaside in Kanagawa Pref. as inspired by the outdoor activi-
ties in England. Accompanying Prince Higashifushimi, who attended the coronation of George V, 
Gen. Nogi visited England along with Admiral Heihachiro Togo in １９１１. This travel gave Gen. 
Nogi a chance to meet Robert Baden-Powell, the founder of Boy Scouts, and the general visited to 
see Boy Scout activities. Reading ＂the Book of １００-year History of Gakushuin,＂ ＂Memoir of Prin-
cipal Nogi,＂ ＂Diary of Maresuke Nogi,＂ and results researched by Tsutomu Takemoto, an adviser 
of Japan Auto Camping Federation, we find this theory is clearly unreasonable. Gen. Nogi sailed 
out Yokohama port to England on April １２ and attended the coronation on June ２２. He took a 
field trip to see Boy Scout activities on June １7 and on July １. He traveled around Europe and 
came back to Japan, arriving at Tsuruga port on August ２8. Given the historical fact, Gen. Nogi 
could not attend Gakushuin＇s swim training which was held between July ２１ and August １０, 
１９１１. Additionally, the swim training of １９１１ was the final to be held at Katase seaside. Numazu 
Swimming Area was newly constructed and the new site would have been used as the venue for 
swim training planned to conduct from July ２１, １９１２. This year＇s training was suspended and fi-
nally was not conducted because Emperor Meiji＇s physical condition became worse and eventual-
ly he passed away on July ３０. On September １３, Gen. Nogi committed ritual suicide. Gen. Nogi 
never introduced Boy Scout style camping to Gakushuin＇s swim training, though he brought 
back to Japan with the concept. There is no record and report describing the relation between 
the Boy Scout style camping and Gakushuin＇s swim training. Therefore it was impossible to 
prove the theory telling ＂Japan＇s first educational camping trip was held in １９１１＂.
 ＂The Book of １００-year History of Gakushuin＂ describes some students who attended swim train-
ing stayed in a tent because the number of attendants increased thereby the student dormitory 
packed to capacity. Additionally, Gen. Nogi recommended students to stay in a tent it gives tre-
mendous effect on nurturing their mentality. The Gakushuin university preserves a picture of 
tent bearing １９０7 and this fact indicates it seems to be used at the swim training program at that 
time. Marquis Yoshimaro Yamashina, the founder of the Yamashina Institute of ornithology, 
wrote about his camping experience in ＂My Resume,＂ his memoir. In the article appearing in 
morning edition of Nihon Keizai Shimbun issued on April ３０, １９7９, he described ＂I enrolled at Ga-
kushuin Primary School. [...]At that time, students of Gakushuin visited Enoshima for swim train-
ing. Students in junior high school did camping at pine wood in Katase seaside, while primary 
school students stayed at an one-storied wooden dormitory.＂
＂Methods and Instructions of Swim Training at Transferal Sites,＂ a textbook describing how to 
conduct swim training, clearly said Gakushuin introduced swim training as a kind of athletic cur-
riculum and it was systematically implemented under supervision of training instructors. Accord-
ing to the mental and physical development of students, school decided the time schedule and the 
students spend their time staying in a tent and doing outdoor activity (swimming) in the pine 
wood near the seaside. These evidence indicates swim training at Katase seaside, in Kanagawa 
Prefecture, held in １９０7 was the first organized camp in Japan. It might be reasonable to correct 
the camping history that １９０7 is the birth year of not only Boy Scouts but also organizational 
camp in Japan.
 Fumio MOROOKA (Sophia University)
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 In this chapter, we researched in total ３４３ organizations and facilities operating camps in Japan and 
analyzed the results to understand their current situation. Our research covers the general back-
ground information of those organizations and facilities including types of organization, the year of es-
tablishment, the number of designated facilities, staff members as well as programs conducted at 
camp, contents of camp leadership training, and also the safety aspect of camps including the circum-
stances leading to injuries.

1. Actual Conditions of Organizations
1-1 Types of Organizations (Figure 2-1)
 The most common type, the share of which is ４５% of the total, was an ＂organization having no cor-
porate status＂ followed by ＂Public Interest Incorporated Foundation＂, which accounts for ２8% of the 
total. The above two types of organizations together make up 7３% of the total composition.
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Figure�２-１�:�Types�of�Organizations
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1-2 Year of Establishment (Figure 2-2)
 Four organizations were established during １88４-１９００, other four organizations during １９０１-１９２０, １２ 
organizations during １９２１-１９４０, 67 organizations during １９４１-１９6０, １５４ organizations during １９6１-１９8０, 
68 organizations during １９8１-２０００, and ３４ organizations during ２００１-２０１５. The median year of estab-
lishments was １９7１. We can say that the number of establishments peaked during １９6１-１９8０.
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1-3 Operation of Designated Facilities (Figure 2-3)
 The number of organizations which operates designated facilities was 6０ (approximately １7%). As for 
the number of designated facilities being operated, one facility was most common and operated by ３8 
organizations, followed by three facilities by 6 organizations, and then two facilities by five organiza-
tions. The most number of facilities operated was ２8. 
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2. Actual Conditions of Programs Implemented
 We researched the target of camps by way of the number of days participated by the target in the 
camp.
2-1 Overall Tendency (Figure 2-5)
 Camps for higher grade elementary school students, for junior high school students, and for high 
school students, are rather often conducted. Camps for younger generation including lower grade ele-
mentary school students, for parent and child, and for infants are also conducted widely.
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Participants of camp have become younger

 At the time the National Outfitters Training School was established in １９8３, almost all the camp 
participants were ５th or 6th grade students. As the age became younger, I don't exactly remem-
ber when but then ４th graders started to be accepted. Furthermore it took little time to accept 
the ３rd graders. This trend remained the same for a while and we took in １st graders. For the 
last fifteen years, we have been providing camps for ４ to ５ year―old children. As you can see, 
the age of camp participants have become younger in the recent years.
 Since there are neither surveys nor researches which show the reasons of this trend, I will spec-
ulate the following reasons. Nowadays more ５th and 6th grade students start going to cram 
school to enter private junior high school. It seems that as they need to concentrate on studying 
at cram school, they stop going camps or it could be that the parents may prioritize cram school 
over camping with financial reasons. Then there could be more parents willing to send their chil-
dren to day camps at an early age. As a result, the children get used to these activities and the 
parents are getting more comfortable with organizers and send them to sleepover camps as the 
next step. They may be the reasons for the increase of younger camp participants.
 Hatsuo SATO (National Outfitters Training School)
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2-15 Other Camps
 Other uniquely designed or newly experimented camps include camps for children in foster home, el-
ementary school children in support facilities for mothers and children, camps aimed for teaching cul-
tural tradition of Ainu, camps for children discharged from NICU and their parents, and camps for 
parents/guardians.
 There were also mixed type camps. For example, camps for children in a wide variety of age brack-
ets, for people from overseas and Japanese, and for children with and without disabilities.

3. Contents of Camp Leadership Training 
3-1 Overall Tendency (Figure2-19)
 ＂Safety management＂ was the most common, followed by outdoor life skills, and after that recre-
ation. It can be said that safety management is an important element for camp leadership training 
purposes. While camp activities are more diversified now, many camp activities are for developing 
outdoor life skills and for recreational activities, from which we may infer that more camps are orga-
nized camps.
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4. Safety
 We researched on injuries and illness occurred while at camp for the year of ２０１４.
4-4 The Programs in which Injuries Occurred (Figure2-31)
 Outdoor cooking was the most with １０１ cases, followed by free time ４４ cases, and after that handi-
craft ４２ cases. Since there is a high frequency of outdoor cooking activities where cutting tools and 
fire are used, the occurrence rate of injuries has been high since early times. The tendency for inju-
ries increases at free time probably because during free time the participants are unsupervised and 
feel released.
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4-5 Types of Injury (Figure2-32)
 The types of injury were: cuts １１５ cases, burns ５8 cases, and sprains ３９ cases.
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Enhanced interest in special needs camp and disaster drill camp

 I notice that Special Needs Camps catering for children who need specific consideration due to 
disabilities, serious diseases and others, have been held very often recently. Camps for special 
needs education schools and classes are held under the name of outdoor lodging training at Yoko-
hama YMCA Miura Fureainomura where I work. In the past, our community could not provide 
enough camping opportunities for people with disabilities or for those who needed special care 
even though they wanted to participate. However, the development of information technology 
made it easier for them requesting camp organizers to grasp their needs. The increased seminars 
and trainings to support participants and the availability of the outdoors gears and equipment 
may be the key reasons for this change.
 When I was a university student, I was serving as a camp volunteer at Anan Ocean Center in 
Tokushima Prefecture. A school for the blind visited this camp and I was to support a totally 
blind girl one on one. I was thinking how to support her, but as soon as the seminar ended, she 
hopped on the kayak and paddled well and went straight off shore. I hastily followed and asked 
her, ＂Do you know where you are now?＂ She guessed exactly where she was. She told me she 
had recognized the different sound of waves from the beach, rocks and the pier and had guessed 
her location. I was impressed that people with disabilities could do so much more and have a lot 
to offer compared to able―bodied people. This is why I decided to work as an outdoor activity 
aid that led me to my present work. As ＂Camping for All＂ suggests, I think all camps are becom-
ing versatile in our society to enable various people to participate in.
 After the １９９５ Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake and the ２０１１ Great East Japan Earthquake, 
with the increased attention toward disaster preventions, we have seen many disaster drill 
camps taken place to acquire useful skills in the event of disaster. We provide the Parent and 
Child Disaster Drill Camps in Miura Fureainomura. Though it is difficult to prevent disasters, we 
can learn how to act and survive. There are lots to learn through camps. For example, we can 
light firewood for cooking instead of gas rings or we can use cardboard partitions to secure pri-
vacy at an evacuation center.  If we have the knowledge, we can act calmly at the time of disas-
ter and we can let other people act as leaders.
 In any camps, many staff members and volunteers are the key for its operation and more man-
power is necessary especially in Specials Needs Camps and Disaster Drill Camps. I understand it 
is our responsibility as camp organizers to train qualified volunteers for our camps. It is my de-
termination to keep supporting Special Needs Camps and Disaster Drill Camps focusing on train-
ing volunteers from now.
 Hiroyuki SEKI (Yokohama YMCA Miura Fureainomura)
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Introduction
 This chapter shows the survey of the actual conditions of camping in Japan. Various statistic data re-
lated to camping activity was summarized from four perspectives: the operating status of camping, 
the effectiveness of camping, the actual conditions of camping sites and the expenses for camping ac-
tivities.

1. The Operating Status of Camping
1-1 Number of Camping Participants
 Participants of 6，２２１，０００ persons enjoyed camping in Japan that comes out to be an average of ４．４ 
days a year in ２０１１ (Fig. ３-１). That would be ９４５，０００ less participants and the average of ０．４ days 
less compared to a year ２００6.
 There is a tendency that the student participation decreases as the grades go up; ３67，０００ elementa-
ry school students, １９6，０００ junior high school students and １０１，０００ high school students in ２０１１ 
(Fig.３-２). Camp participants have declined in every educational stages and it represents a decline of 
５４，０００ students in elementary schools, ４１，０００ in junior high schools and １7，０００ in high schools since 
２００6.
 It is said that outdoor activity is currently booming in Japan and the market for outdoor merchan-
dise such as apparel and backpacks have grown, however, participants have decreased in these five 
years.
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1-2 Participation Rate of Children by Household Income
 The participation rate of children has increased as household income rises, with the exception of 
more than JPY １５ million in ２００6. A similar trend with elementary school students is observed in 
２０１１, however, the most correlation between household income and children＇s participation can no 
longer be seen in the junior high and high school students (Fig. ３-３).
 Although children who are lacking activities have been pointed out in recent years, parents/guard-
ians who try to have their children gain various activities are increasing. On the other hand, children 
who cannot have activities due to financial difficulties have increased and the disparities in children＇s 
activities due to household income gaps have been pointed out. Compared to other leisure and recre-
ational activities, camping is a relatively inexpensive activity. Thus, we can infer that the disparities 
in children＇s activities due to household income gaps are being resolved.

Figure�３-３�Participation�Rate�of�Children�by�Household�Income
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1-4 International Comparison of High School Students' Outdoor Activities
 Looking at high school students＇ implementation rates of outdoor activities among Japan, the U.S., 
China and Korea, the respondents who answered ＂many times＂ and ＂several times＂ was 7０．7% in 
China, higher than those in the U.S. (6２．8%) and Japan (４7．１%) . (Fig. ３―５).
 It is considered that participation rate is higher in China than other countries as there are various 
renowned outdoor merchandises available in China. Chinese people tend to prefer recreational out-
door activities like mountain climbing or hiking rather than tough outdoor sports.
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1-5 Family Camp Experiences in Childhood
 ３7．8% of the campers who used auto camping sites had experienced family camp in their childhood.  
(Fig. ３―6).
 The younger generation is much more likely to camping with their family than older participants. 
According to the result of the different age groups, 8０% of participants under ２０ years of age had 
gone camping with their family compared to ５９．6 % of them aged ２０ to ２９, and  ４１．２ % of them aged 
３０ to ３９.
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2. The Effectiveness of Camp
2-1 Parents/Guardians' Consciousness with Family Camping Experiences  
 77% of parents/guardians who had camped with their family felt that the camping experience influ-
enced their children＇s conscious and behaviors. More than ４０% of them replied that ＂the children had 
deepen the interest in nature and environment＂ (４０．９%) and ＂they became full of curiosity＂ (４０．５%)  
(Fig. ３-8).
 At the same time, parents/guardians who wish to go family camping (who are inexperienced) expect 
their children to ＂gain the ability to judge from nature experiences, adaptation of environment and 
risk management＂ (7４．０%). This is higher than ＂Play outside and improve their physical abilities＂ 
(6０．１%) and ＂Respect for nature and realization of sense of morals＂ (５５．３%)  (Fig. ３-９).
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2-3 International Comparison of High School Students' Experience in Nature and 
Their Consciousness
<Experience in Nature and Feeling of Self―Affirmation>
 The correlation between high school students＇ experience in nature and their self-esteem in Japan, 
the U.S., China, and Korea (such as having confidence in the physical strength or having many friends, 
or others), shows that they tend to have stronger self-esteem as they have more experiences with na-
ture (Fig.３―１２).  Each country has the same result and it is particularly evident in Korea. (Fig.３―１３).
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3. Actual Conditions of Campsites
3-1 Change in Number of Campsites
 The number of campsites in public physical education facilities (sport facilities set up by local govern-
ment) had increased year by year since the survey started in １９6３, but it turned downward after it 
hit its peak of １8９３ sites in １９９９.  Since then, it has been decreasing, and dropped to １５6５ facilities in 
２０１１ (Figure ３―１6).
 As for the campsites at privately-owned athletic facilities (sports facilities set up by independent ad-
ministrative agency or private firms), the number exceeded ４００ sites in １９９6.  Although it remained 
at the same level for a while, the number significantly declined to ３7９ sites in ２０１１.
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3-2  Ways to Choose Campsites
 The most popular sources used by campers to choose a camping location is the ＂official website of 
campsite＂(３４．５%, followed by ＂camping magazines or guidebooks＂ (２8．０%) and ＂information from 
friends and acquaintances＂ (２５．8%) (Figure ３―１7).
 With the popularization of PCs and smartphones, more and more people have gone online to collect 
information, but surprisingly, the survey reveals that ＂campsites directories＂ and ＂user＇s review 
website＂ are less likely to be used to find a campsites.
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3-3 What Campers Expect from Campsites
 What campers expect the most from campsites is ＂cleanliness (well-kept restrooms, etc.)＂ (88．8%). 
＂Advice from staff of site＂ (２7．３%) came in second and ＂instructions and warnings from staff on man-
ners＂ (２５．7%) was the third from the top (Figure ３-１8). Meanwhile, facilities and equipment that they 
like to have are ＂well-drained grounds＂ (４8．２%), ＂hot water supply (lavatory, cooking area, etc.)＂ 
(４２．２%), and ＂bath＂ (３8．１%) (Figure ３-１９).
 The survey suggests that campers nowadays are more likely to expect campsites to be clean and 
convenient.
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4. Spending on Camping
4-1 Camping Cost
 Costs for an overnight camping trip (including expressway tolls, gasoline for transportation, camp-
ground fee, food, etc.) slowly declined from ２００8 to ２０１２, but it turned upward again in ２０１２ and in 
２０１４, it reached JPY２３，３8３, which is about JPY２，6００ higher than the previous year (Figure ３-２０).
 According to the White Paper on Auto Camping ２０１５ , changes in miscellaneous costs such as the 
consumption-tax hike effecting campground rates and prolonged high price of gasoline, are listed as 
factors of increase in total camping costs.
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4-2 Suitable Rates of Campgrounds
 Campground rate (per night for a family of four with car and tent) that campers consider the most 
suitable is ＂JPY５，０００ or less＂ (２９．９%), followed by ＂JPY４，０００ or less＂ (２０．０%) and ＂less than 
JPY１０，０００＂ (１０．7%) (Figure ３-２１).
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4-4 Criteria for Choosing Camping Items 
 When choosing camping gear, campers place the most importance on ＂user-friendliness (easy-to-use)＂ 
(４１．５%). And following are ＂quality＂ (２０．２%) and ＂brand (reliability)＂ (１8．５%) (Figure ３-２４).
 It shows that they emphasize convenience over quality, brand (reliability), and price when purchasing 
camping gear.
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Nature activities for the children: parents＇ awareness and involvement

 Children today are said to have fewer opportunities connecting to nature than they used to. Ac-
cording to a survey of adults in age ２０＇s to 6０＇s conducted by National Institution For Youth Ed-
ucation (NYIE) in ２００９, the younger generation has fewer nature activities in their childhood. 
(The Investigation research on children＇s experience―based activities, ２０１０ by NYIE)
 This may be the result of the environmental changes of urbanizing and information―intense so-
ciety that eliminates opportunities for children to explore and connect with nature. In this regard, 
we are seeking more ways for the children to have nature related activities.
 Nature activities used to be what children could experience unintentionally. But now, it has be-
come what children are intentionally offered. This means that their opportunities are being great-
ly affected by the parents＇ awareness and involvement.
 There is an actual data showing that children with parents who are actively involved in their 
education have more nature related activities in their lives. (The investigation research on juve-
nile＇s experience―based activities, ２０１４, by NYIE) It used to have something to do with the re-
gion where the parents grew up. However it seems that there is no such connection in recent 
years. (Investigation research on experience―based activities and independence of youth, ２０１１, 
by NYIE)
 Under these circumstances, there may be disparity among children concerning their nature ac-
tivities depending on the parents＇ awareness and involvement. It is important to correct the un-
balanced conditions for the children who are already experiencing various hardships of disparity 
in our society.
 There are only few families who don＇t understand the value of nature activities.  According to 
the survey in ２００９, 76．３% of parents of elementary school students answered that experiences 
with nature are very important during their youth. This is the highest percentage out of １０ other 
types of activities. (The Investigation research on experience―based activities and independence 
for youth, ２００９, by NIYE)  It may be possible to say that the disparity between the children who 
get to have more nature activities and those who don＇t may depend on their family＇s financial 
and social status.
 Therefore, it is not enough just to expect the parents＇ effort, but it is rather required to provide 
environment for everyone to be able to have nature related activities. It is important to build the 
way to collaborate and work with schools, families and youth educational facilities in our neigh-
borhood, especially for children who do not have access to nature activities.
 Teppei AOYAMA (Bunkyo University)

Column
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 This chapter shows the results of the survey we conducted in an attempt to understand the actual 
conditions of camps in other countries. Please note that this is only a test survey because it deals with 
a wide range of issues and the circumstances of each country differ in many aspects.
 In this survey, we obtained ３０ responses of １４ different countries. The results are summarized be-
low. The questionnaire was prepared in English incorporating the questions shown in Chapters １ and 
２ above. Participants are those involved in camps in other countries. They were asked to fill out the 
questionnaire online. (Figure ４-１)

Country No. of Respondents
１ Australia 7
２ Canada 6
３ The United States ５
４ Russia ２

Turkey, Romania, the Philippines, Pakistan, Mongolia, Mexico, 
Ireland, Iceland, Hong Kong, Greece

１
(Each countries)

Total ３０

Figure�４⊖１�Respondents’�Home�Countries

1. Accommodation Types (Figure 4-6)
 Participants were asked to describe the primary type of accommodation.
 In comparison with the results in Chapter １ (Chapter １, Figure １-１２), fewer people stay in tents in 
other countries, whereas ＂tent＂ ranks the first in Japan. On the other hand, more than half people in 
other countries stay in cabins, which is not common in Japan. The combination of ＂cabin and tent＂ is 
also popular. ＂Other,＂ includes ＂school,＂ ＂dormitory＂ and ＂hammock.＂
 We scored the results by giving ３ points for the first, ２ points for the second and １ point for the 
third.

Figure�４⊖６�Accommodation�Types�in�Each�Country�(Details�of�the�Points)

１st ２nd ３rd Score The countries responded as １st
Only Cabin １7 ４ １ 6０
Tent and Cabin ４ １０ ２ ３４ Australia, Canada, The United States
Hotel/Lodge 6 ３ 7 ３１ Russia, Hong Kong, Iceland, Ireland, 

Romania, Turkey
Tent Only (including bivouac) １ ３ ９ １8 Pakistan
Tent and Hotel/Lodge ０ ２ 7 １１
Other １ ０ ２ ５

Chapter�４

Actual�Conditions�of�Camps� in�Other�Coun-
tries
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2. Special Needs Camps (Figure 4-10)
 Participants were asked whether camps for people with special needs were carried out.
 Compared to the results in Chapter ２, more than half of the respondents in other countries answered 
that they conducted camps for people with disabilities; for corporations for their training programs; 
for people from overseas; and for men only or women only, all of which are not so common in Japan. 
Corporate training programs were common probably because it is widely accepted in society that 
camp can serve as a team building and leadership education opportunity for the participants.
 In addition, included in the answers were camps for new immigrants; for father and children; and for 
grandparents and grandchildren. Camps for immigrants may be rare in Japan. The results on these 
special needs camps may reflect social situations of each country.
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3. Program
3-1 Aims of Activities (Figure 4-11)
 Participants were asked to describe what they want to promote through camps by choosing from 
the eight categories below (multiple choice allowed). We scored them by giving ３ points for the first, ２ 
points for the second and １ point for the third.
 In comparison with the results in Chapter １ (Figure １-１０), ＂cooperativeness and responsibility in the 
group,＂ which was the second in Japan, scored less in other countries. While many people in other 
countries chose ＂growth through successful experiences,＂ ＂providing opportunities for self-expres-
sion,＂ ＂problem-solving skills and decision-making skills ＂ and ＂ability to take actions＂, these were 
ranked lower in Japan. Such difference may have some influence on the abilities of Japanese children 
to express opinions and take actions.
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3-2 Programs Implemented (Figure 4-12)
 Participants were asked to choose, in order of popularity, the three most popular activities imple-
mented during the camp from the seven categories below. Then we scored them by giving ３ points 
for the first, ２ points for the second and １ point for the third.
 ＂Outdoor cooking activities,＂ which are very popular activities conducted in most camps in Japan, 
are not so common in other countries. ＂Outdoor sports activities＂ and ＂recreational activities＂ are by 
far the popular activities and almost all respondents ranked them as one of the top three.
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4. Staff
4-1 Compensation for the Staff (Figure 4-14)
 Participants were asked to describe, in order of frequency, the three most common types of compen-
sation for the camp staff, and scored them by giving ３ points for the first, ２ points for the second and 
１ point for the third. Seven respondents who chose ＂Other＂ as the first, mentioned ＂salary＂ and ＂legal 
minimum wage.＂ In Australia and the United States, many Program Directors and Program Leaders 
are paid as professionals. Perhaps in these countries, camping has been established as an industry, 
which may be different from the situation in Japan. Almost all respondents who chose ＂Salary,＂ 
＂Transportation fee＂ or ＂Honorarium＂ as the first chose ＂Goods＂ as the second. It appears that vari-
ous goods other than T-shirts and caps are provided in other countries.
 It should be noted that some answers refer to more essential benefits gained, such as ＂Life skills and 
lifelong friends and memories,＂ ＂The opportunity to impact children and work with highly motivated 
people. All our counselors could make more money doing something else. They come to make a dif-
ference.＂
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5. Safty
5-1 Programs in which Injuries Occurred (Figure 4-16)
 Participants were asked about the programs in which injuries occurred. The respondents chose, in 
order of frequency, the top three programs and we scored them by giving ３ points for the first, ２ 
points for the second and １ point for the third.
 Likewise in Japan, injuries often occur during the free time. While the first in Japan was ＂during out-
door cooking activities＂ (Chapter ２, Figure ２-３１), few injuries occurred while cooking in other coun-
tries, reflecting the fact that this program was not so common there. On the other hand, many inju-
ries occurred during the sports activities in other countries.
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5-2 Types of Injury (Figure 4-17)
 Participants were asked to answer the types of injury. The respondents chose the three most com-
mon types of injury in order of frequency and we scored them by giving ３ points for the first, ２ points 
for the second and １ point for the third.
 ＂Burns＂, which were common in Japan, rarely occurred in other countries. This probably reflects the 
fact that ＂outdoor cooking activities＂ were not so popular there, whereas ＂sprains＂ often occurred, 
probably because more sport activities are conducted in camp programs overseas. ＂Other＂ included 
two cases of ＂sunburns.＂
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5-3 Causes of Injuries (Figure 4-18)
 Participants were asked to describe the causes of injury. The respondents chose the three most com-
mon causes in order of frequency and we scored them by giving ３ points for the first, ２ points for the 
second and １ point for the third.
 Japan＇s first ＂cut by knife＂ was fewer in other countries. This reflects the fact that outdoor cooking 
activities were not common in other countries. ＂Other＂ included three cases of sunburns.
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 It is very interesting to compare the results obtained from the survey in Japan and those from the 
survey in other countries regarding the same questionnaire items provided in Chapters １ and ２, al-
though no simple comparison can be made in view of the big difference in the number of valid re-
sponses between the survey in Japan and the survey in other countries. 
 In other countries, many people responded ＂self-realization,＂ ＂self-reliance＂ and ＂problem-solving 
skills＂ as the aims of the camp. With this, one can imagine that in other countries, children are ex-
pected to willingly take actions while their individualities are respected. As for the operation staff, 
many of them in Japan work as volunteers or receive a certain amount of honorarium and/or trans-
portation expenses, which vary from organization to organization. On the other hand, however, many 
of camp staff members are paid volunteers receiving legal minimum wages or professionals receiving 
salaries in other countries where camps are in high demand. There are also differences in the imple-
mented programs and accordingly, in the types of injuries and their causes as well.
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